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Abstract

Active consumption of digital documents has yielded
scope for research in various applications, including
search. Traditionally, searching within a document has
been cast as a text matching problem ignoring the rich lay-
out and visual cues commonly present in structured docu-
ments, forms, etc. To that end, we ask a mostly unexplored
question: “Can we search for other similar snippets present
in a target document page given a single query instance of
a document snippet?”. We propose MONOMER to solve
this as a one-shot snippet detection task. MONOMER
fuses context from visual, textual, and spatial modalities
of snippets and documents to find query snippet in target
documents. We conduct extensive ablations and experi-
ments showing MONOMER outperforms several baselines
from one-shot object detection (BHRL), template match-
ing, and document understanding (LayoutLMv3). Due to
the scarcity of relevant data for the task at hand, we train
MONOMER on programmatically generated data having
many visually similar query snippets and target document
pairs from two datasets - Flamingo Forms and PubLayNet.
We also do a human study to validate the generated data.

1. Introduction
Documents have been the primary medium for storing

and communicating information in academia, public of-
fices, private businesses, print media, etc [23]. With world
transitioning to a digital-first ecosystem, expedited by the
challenges posed by the ongoing pandemic [1], the trends in
document usages are shifting from passive modes like read-
ing/sharing to more active modes such as authoring a docu-
ment, editing the styles, customising tables, etc. However,
search functionality within documents is mostly limited to
locating regions in a page containing text that matches a

*These authors contributed equally to this work

Figure 1: A new paradigm for search in documents through
one-shot snippet detection.

given textual query [6, 9, 35]. Confining search to textual
modality restricts several use cases. For instance, consider
scenarios where a user wants to search for border-less ta-
bles to add borders while editing the document, or an author
of loan form wants to search for pattern containing binary
gender options to look surrounding contextual fields in per-
sonal detail sections, or a document editor wants to search
for image-caption pairs to swap their ordering. These sce-
narios emphasise the need for more advanced search capa-
bilities based on document snippets.

Hence, a utility that allows selecting a rectangular snip-
pet in a page, and find other similar snippets in a target doc-
ument would be a stepping stone towards empowering this
search experience. To achieve this, we model it as one-shot
doc snippet detection task i.e. detect regions in a target doc-
ument page that are similar to a given snippet (as shown in
Fig. 1). Existing text-based search tools [13] are incapable
of detecting visually similar snippets as they lack mecha-
nism to incorporate visual and layout cues. On the other
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hand, document structure extraction methods [3, 21, 38] are
trained to identify predefined generic class structures (such
as a paragraph) in a document and hence, cannot be applied
directly to detect arbitrary snippet patterns. Further, docu-
ment image retrieval tasks such as logo-detection [4], sig-
nature field retrieval [17] etc. are designed to extract task-
specific entities like logos and sign-fields respectively.

To attain the capability of “search with snippets” in doc-
uments, we formulate the problem as a one-shot snippet de-
tection task and design a multi-modal method for the same.
We propose a multi-modal framework – MONOMER
(Multimodal CrOss AtteNtion-based DOcuMent SnippEt
SeaRch) that fuses context from visual, textual and spa-
tial modalities across the query snippet and target document
through attention (Section 4). The fused representations are
then processed through a feature pyramid network, followed
by region proposal predictions, to identify the boundaries of
regions in the target document that are similar to the query
snippet. We compare our approach with the current state-
of-the-art method in One-Shot Object Detection - BHRL
[39] and a task-specific extension of the best performing
document analysis approach - LayoutLMv3 [16] in Table 2.
We show that MONOMER outperforms the above baselines
(Section 5.4), highlighting the effectiveness of our proposed
framework. In Section 5.5 we demonstrate the advantage of
using all three modalities by performing extensive ablations
with various modality combinations.

The scarcity of relevant data poses an additional chal-
lenge in tackling the task. Documents in the form of images,
text, and layout[8] are widely available. However, anno-
tated data of document snippets and their associated match-
ing regions in other documents are hard to find. Addition-
ally, different modalities like visual, layout and textual im-
ply similarity in a highly subjective manner. This makes ob-
taining large-scale human-annotated data for snippet search
extremely challenging. To make the problem tractable, we
design a programmatic way of obtaining similar query snip-
pet and target document pairs by defining similarity based
on alignment between the layout of their basic constituent
structures. More specifically, we sort the constituent struc-
tures (such as Text, Tables, Fillable areas etc.) in a doc
snippet according to natural reading order, followed by cre-
ating a layout string based on the sorted sequential order-
ing. Likewise, we obtain the layout string corresponding
to each document in the corpus. The snippet is associated
with documents whose layout string has at least one con-
tiguous subsequence that aligns with the snippet’s layout
string. Therefore, we propose a layout-centric definition of
similarity that enforces alignment between the layout of two
snippets to be deemed similar. We choose Flamingo forms
[34] and PubLayNet documents [43] as the underlying cor-
pora to create two similarity matching datasets. We discuss
the data generation procedure in detail, followed by its val-

idation through human study in Section 3.2. To summarize,
our contributions can be enumerated as the following:

• We formulate the task of one-shot document snippet
detection for advancing search in document domain
beyond traditional text-based search.

• We define layout based document-snippet similarity
that allows generation of similarity matching data at
scale in a fully programmatic manner, the validity of
which is supported by an extensive human study. We
plan to release a part of the introduced datasets.

• We propose MONOMER, a multi-modal framework
for snippet detection that performs better than one-
shot object detection and multi-modal document anal-
ysis baselines. Further, MONOMER is able to perform
well on layout patterns not seen during training.

2. Related Work
2.1. Document Understanding

Understanding documents requires comprehending the
content present in document page i.e. images, text, and
any other multi-modal data in conjunction with the lay-
out, structures, placement of the content, blank spaces, etc.
For understanding content, prior research works have de-
signed tasks such as DocVQA [35], InfographicsVQA [24]
etc. while layout understanding has been formally studied
through Document Layout Analysis [2, 7]. Layout analy-
sis has been formulated as an object detection task [42] to
extract structures such as headings, tables, text blocks, etc.
from a document image. Such approaches extensively use
state-of-the-art object detection heads (for eg. YOLO [29],
Faster-RCNN [31] etc.) usually employed in the domain of
natural images. Methods such as HighResNet [34], MFCN
[40] etc. approach Layout Analysis as pixel-level segmen-
tation of document image. Subsequently, several recent
works like DocFormer [5], LayoutLM [38], DiT [19] pro-
posed large-scale pre-training techniques to cater the docu-
ment understanding task. The representations learned by
these models have turned out to be very useful in many
downstream tasks, both for content understanding and lay-
out parsing. In this work, we leverage such representations
to develop snippet based search tools for the documents.

2.2. Template Matching

Template Matching refers to the task of detecting and
localizing a given query image in a target (usually larger)
image. Seminal template matching literature leverages tra-
ditional computer vision techniques like Normalized Cross
Correlation (NCC) [41] and Sum of Squares Differences
(SSD) [14] for searching. Despite their widespread success,
the aforementioned techniques have clear limitations in re-
gard to matching templates which are complex transforma-
tions of the instance present in the target image. For in-
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stance, NCC/SSD might fail due to large variation in scale,
occlusions etc. Consequently, feature matching-based tech-
niques such as SIFT [37] and SURF [28] were proposed
to allow matching local features between images to address
scale-invariance. Typically, these methods find local key-
points in images. Yet, several issues like image quality,
lightning, real-time use severely limit the applicability of
these approaches. The recent surge of Deep Learning al-
lowed researchers to develop more sophisticated techniques
like QATM [11], DeepOneClass [33] that perform Siamese
matching between deep features of natural images for tasks
like GPS localization. QATM [11] propose a learnable
matching layer that enables better matching within natural
images compared to standard Siamese matching. However,
we note that matching templates within documents is a dif-
ferent (from natural images) and non-trivial task with ad-
ditional nuances owing to the diverse and complicated ar-
rangement of layout, visual structures and textual content
contained in a document.

2.3. One Shot Object Detection (OSOD)

OSOD aims at detecting instances of novel classes (not
seen during training) within a test image given a single ex-
ample of the unseen/novel class. At a high level, most
OSOD techniques perform alignment between deep fea-
tures of query (example of novel class) and target image
(test image where the novel class instance is present). Re-
cently, methods such as COAE [15], AIT [10] etc. have
shown that the learned attention-based correlation can out-
perform standard Siamese matching [18, 25] since they cap-
ture multi-scale context better through global and local at-
tention. Popular OSOD techniques [22] have been shown to
perform well on natural images when class definitions are
clearly specified. However, due to the complexity of doc-
ument data and lack of a well-defined yet exhaustive set of
layout patterns, it is not possible to enumerate a finite set of
classes. More recently, [39] proposed a technique to learn a
hierarchical relationship (BHRL) between object proposals
within a target and the query. While BHRL shows impres-
sive performance on natural images, it does not leverage
multi-modal information that is critical for document snip-
pet detection. Contrary to existing approaches, we lever-
age all possible co-relations between different modalities of
query and target and show that we are able to achieve bet-
ter overall performance on complex document data where
existing methods typically fail.

3. One-Shot Doc Snippet Detection
3.1. Problem Formulation

We first give an overview of dataset creation and outline
of the task formulation followed by their details.
Dataset Creation. Let X be the set of all document snip-

Figure 2: Snippets and the corresponding layout strings for
A) Flamingo Forms, B) PubLayNet Documents.

pets. We define a similarity criterion gsim : X 2 −→ R which
takes two document snippets A,B ∈ X , and outputs sim-
ilarity score s = gsim(A,B). The gsim function can be
defined according to human’s notion of similarity, or as a
fully programmatic similarity criterion. Query-target pairs
(Q,T ) are mined from the document corpus using gsim
such that Q ∈ X and target document T contains a non-
empty set of snippets Sqt = {Si|Si ∈ X , gsim(Si, Q) >
thsim, i = 1, 2, ..., n}; thsim being the threshold over sim-
ilarity score. (Q,T ) pairs are collected to create dataset D.
Task Definition. Given a dataset D of query-target pairs
which are generated using an oracle gsim (not accessible af-
terwards), our task is to find Sqt for each pair (Q,T ) ∈ D.
Let fθ be a model with parameters θ which predicts simi-
lar snippets Ŝqt for given (Q,T ) pair and let loss L be the
measure of error between Sqt and Ŝqt. Then the doc snippet
detection task becomes that of minimizing L as follows

min
θ

∑
∀(Q,T )∈D

L(Sqt, Ŝqt)

3.2. Snippet-Document Dataset

In this section, we discuss the details of how we define
similarity in the context of documents using the layout of
different snippets and documents to generate D followed
by a human study to validate the quality of generated data.

3.2.1 Dataset Generation

Since document similarity depends on various factors and
is highly prone to subjectivity, obtaining significant number
of (Q,T ) pairs through human annotation becomes quite
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Figure 3: Similar Snippets extracted programmatically for - A) Flamingo Forms, and B) PubLayNet Documents.

challenging. To that end, we decide to define gsim criterion
programmatically as the following:

gsim(A,B) = 1− d(lstra, lstrb)

length(lstra)
(1)

where lstra and lstrb denote the layout strings of snippets
A and B respectively and d denotes the edit distance [26].
To obtain the layout string of a snippet or full document
page, we sort their constituent structures (such as Text, Ta-
bles, Fillable areas etc.)1 according to natural reading or-
der (top-bottom and left-right). We associate a symbol with
each constituent element type such that the sequence of el-
ement symbols obtained according to the sorted ordering
yields the layout string. Fig. 2 shows examples of snip-
pets and their corresponding layout strings. Given a snippet
Q extracted randomly from some document, we provide its
layout string as argument lstra in Eq. 1. To identify if some
other document in the corpus contains a similar region, we
consider all possible contiguous subsequences of its layout
string as candidates and provide the subsequence as input
lstrb in Eq. 1. We filter candidates which qualifies the sim-
ilarity threshold thsim of 0.92 (determined based on obser-
vation) to generate query-target pairs.
Size and spacing: Additionally, to address the issues re-
lated to span and vertical & horizontal spacing, we apply a
size filter to the positives extracted by Eq. 1, that ensures
which the size of positive regions in the target is similar
(within a threshold) to that of the query snippet. Further, it
is desirable not to overfit on size and allow some permissi-
ble variation between query and target region since we want
them to be structurally and visually similar but not exactly
the same. This allows incorporating minor variations for the
same layout with respect to scale and relative arrangement
of constituent elements. Lastly, in the case of forms, blank
spaces are mostly present in the form of fillable areas i.e.

1The bounds for basic elements are either present in the dataset or can
be extracted using auto-tagging capabilities of PDF tools.

Dataset No. of (Q, T) pairs Unique Layout Strings
Train Test Train Test

Flamingo 102065 24576 6365 1911
PubLayNet 204256 15734 35 23

Table 1: Summary of snippet-document pairs datasets. Less
number of unique layout strings in PubLayNet indicates
limited combinations in which structures are organised.

“widgets” which we are taken into account while creating
the layout string for matching. Fig. 3 illustrates the similar
snippets identified using proposed gsim.
Base datasets: We derive two similarity search datasets
from two multi-modal document corpora respectively – the
Flamingo forms dataset [34] and the PubLayNet document
dataset2 [43]. The rationale behind choosing them is, a)
forms data contain diverse layout structures with various hi-
erarchical levels [3, 34], and b) PubLayNet is a commonly
used large scale documents dataset for document analysis.
For Flamingo dataset, we use widgets (fillable area) and text
blocks to create layout strings and for PubLayNet we con-
sider text blocks, figures, lists, tables and titles as the layout
symbols. Table 1 summarises number of samples obtained.
We release our dataset here.
Rationale for visual and layout similarity: We do not
consider the text when estimating edit distance to avoid sit-
uations where a target document contains a region with text
similar to the query snippet but with a very different struc-
ture. Specifically, consider the case in which the text is sim-
ilar in a paragraph and a table—modifying our dataset gen-
eration method on text similarity could result in labeling
two dissimilar structures as similar. To avoid that, we limit
the scope of this work to visually similar regions where text
may or may not be similar.
Limitations of data creation heuristic: For details and ex-

2https://developer.ibm.com/exchanges/data/all/
publaynet
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Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed MONOMER approach.

amples, please refer to supplementary (Section 4).

3.2.2 Human Study on Generated Data

To validate the quality of the generated data, i.e. to evaluate
how well the programmatically generated query-target pairs
align with human notions of similarity, we conduct a human
study involving 12 evaluators3. We evaluate a total of 160
snippet-target document pairs sampled randomly from our
dataset generated using Forms such that these samples are
divided into 4 batches of 40 samples each. All samples in
a batch are then evaluated by 3 evaluators based on the fol-
lowing criteria - given regions in a target document, count
the number of regions 1) that are highlighted as similar and
are actually similar, 2) that are similar but not highlighted,
3) which are highlighted as similar but are not exactly the
same as the snippet. The evaluators are also asked if the
layout pattern of the snippet is hard. Based on above, we es-
timate batch-wise metrics such as precision, recall etc. and
report the average across the batches4. It is found that pre-
cision is 87.96% i.e. in ∼ 88% cases, target document snip-
pet highlighted as similar to query snippet by our method
is actually similar; recall is found to be 81.07% which indi-
cates that ∼ 81% of actually similar regions are highlighted
by our method. Further, it is found that 87.48% of similar
matches are the ones where target document region is not
exactly the same as the snippet showing that our technique

3Evaluators were remunerated appropriately for the evaluation task
4Please refer to supplementary (Sec. 2) for batch-wise details

mostly identifies similar but not trivially exact matches. Fi-
nally, it is observed that 48.12% of snippets comprise of
layout pattern which is complicated and hard to search.
Link with performance on real data: For discussions and
experiments on comparison of our method with data cre-
ation heuristic as baseline on human annotated data, refer
to supplementary (Section 3).

4. MONOMER

As information in a document is mainly present in the
form of images, text and layout, paradigms that leverage
all the modalities simultaneously have turned out to be suc-
cessful. For instance, document analysis methods such as
DocFormer [5], SelfDoc [20], LayoutLMv3 [16] etc. have
developed pre-trained multi-modal architectures achieving
great results on a wide variety of tasks like layout extrac-
tion, text recognition, document image classification, etc.
Motivated by this, we design our framework with the aim of
enabling it to pool context from various document modali-
ties to perform one-shot snippet detection task.

A possible way to leverage multi-modal context is to di-
rectly use one of the aforementioned pre-trained models to
obtain multi-modal embeddings for both query snippet and
target document separately. However, doing so restricts in-
terconnecting individual modalities between query snippet
and target page. We substantiate this intuition empirically
in Table 2 by comparing our method against fine-tuning
pre-trained multi-modal baselines for doc snippet detection.
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(zoom in for better view).

Hence, we embed each modality for both snippet and tar-
get document separately using image, text and layout en-
coders and process them further through interconnecting at-
tention between modalities. We now discuss our architec-
ture (Fig.4) in detail.
Feature Extraction. To encode the snippet and target doc-
ument image, we use DiT [19], a visual-only document
analysis model. The text present in query and target is en-
coded using BERT [12] based text encoder. Additionally,
we generate features for bounding box information of con-
stituent elements of snippet (arranged in a sequence accord-
ing to reading order). Specifically, we use a transformer
[36] based encoder-only module which tokenizes box co-
ordinates and embeds the sequence of bounds. Previously,
methods like [30, 38] have used such an approach to process
various types of sequential data. Consequently, we generate
6 types of embeddings in total (3 modalities of the query
and 3 modalities of the target). The visual, textual and spa-
tial embeddings for query snippet are denoted by Qv , Qt

and Qs respectively and likewise, for the target document
we have Tv , Tt and Ts.

Parenthetically, the visual and spatial embedding of a
document are highly interconnected as bounding boxes of
documental entities determine the visual outlook of a page.
Also, the visual embeddings from a vision-only model like
DiT have demonstrated ability to detect and recognize text
in downstream tasks [19], implying that the visual features
also contain information about the text content of the docu-
ment. Building on this intuition, we combine the extracted
features accordingly.
Query-Target Feature Fusion Features Qv , Qt, Qs, Tv ,
Tt, and Ts are in the form of token sequences outputted
by corresponding transformer based encoders. We strate-
gically apply symmetric attention [10] between these to-
ken sequences. A symmetric attention of two sequences
involves i) computing multi-head attention [36] of first se-
quence as query with the second sequence as key and value,
ii) computing multi-head attention of the second sequence
as query, and first sequence as key and value, iii) concate-
nating the attention outputs along feature axis to obtain final
sequence output. The same is depicted in Fig. 5.

We apply co-attention (i.e. symmetric attention between
sequences of same modalities) between Qv & Tv , Qt & Tt

and Qs & Ts to generate output sequences V V , TT and SS
respectively. V V , TT and SS contain information about
the correlation between the query and target features of the
same modality.

Building on our starting intuition regarding interconnec-
tion between different modalities, we first compute cross-
attention (i.e. symmetric attention between sequences of
different modalities) between Qs – Tv and Ts – Qv to gener-
ate spatio-visual embeddings SqVt and StVq . As mentioned
earlier, Tv contains information about Tt and likewise, same
is the case with Qv and Qt. Therefore, to leverage these re-
lations, we compute cross-attention of SqVt and StVq with
Tt and Qt respectively. Finally, we get spatio-visio-textual
encodings SqVtTt and StVqTq .
Detection of Similar Snippets. Finally, we have 5 token
sequences (each with max length and feature dimension as
1024) – 3 Co-Attention sequences: V V , SS, TT and 2
Cross-Attention sequences: SqVtTt and StVqTq . These se-
quences are simply concatenated along the last dimension to
form a feature volume Fsim ∈ RBS×1024×5120, where BS
represents the size of the batch and 1024 is the maximum
sequence length (hyperparameter). We posit that this fea-
ture volume contains all the necessary information to find
the relevant snippets within the target. We apply a lin-
ear projection on Fsim and convert it to a vector of shape
BS × 1024 × 4096, that is reshaped into a feature volume
Ffeat ∈ RBS×1024×64×64.

A sequence of conv layers, each with a kernel size of 1,
followed by LeakyReLU activation (slope= 0.1), processes
Ffeat to output features at 4 different levels, with shape -
BS×256×64×64, BS×512×64×64, BS×1024×64×64,
BS × 2048 × 64 × 64. The hierarchical features are sub-
sequently processed through a standard FPN architecture,
followed by the FasterRCNN RPN and RoI heads [31] to
obtain the final bounding boxes. Please refer to the supple-
mentary for further details about the FPN and RPN mod-
ules, hidden dimension of other modules, size of intermedi-
ate vectors obtained through attention, etc.

5. Experiments and Analysis

5.1. Implementation Details

We train MONOMER using standard Object Detec-
tion losses i.e proposal matching + bounding box (used in
Faster-RCNN) [31] on a batch size of 48 (6 per GPU, to-
tal of 8 GPUs). Optimization is performed using SGD [32]
with momentum 0.9 and weight decay 1e − 2. The initial
learning rate is set to 5e − 2 and updated with a cosine an-
nealing scheduler. The output of detection head is processed
with a confidence threshold of 0.4 on prediction and NMS
[27] threshold of 0.45 on IoU. For all the experiments, we
uniformly use 8 Nvidia A-100 GPUs.
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Model Flamingo Forms PubLayNet Documents
AP50 AP75 AR50 AR75 mAP AP50 AP75 AR50 AR75 mAP

SSD - - 0.0000 0.00 0.00 - - 0.01 0.00 0.00
NCC 29.41 24.82 5.16 0.00 2.77 46.09 29.94 18.60 0.04 7.36
BHRL (CVPR’22) 58.09 51.00 38.67 30.28 35.45 36.74 26.18 54.55 28.69 22.47
LayoutLMv3 (MM’22) 51.45 43.21 58.88 38.80 45.51 35.95 16.50 65.38 18.31 21.46
MONOMER (Ours) 78.16 73.93 56.65 51.11 66.95 64.30 39.83 64.18 32.95 36.61

Table 2: Comparing MONOMER’s performance against other approaches at the task of one-shot doc snippet detection.
(Note: hyphen denotes that no boxes were detected, same is reflected in the mAP and recall.)

MONOMER Variant Flamingo Forms PubLayNet Documents
AP50 AP75 AR50 AR75 mAP AP50 AP75 AR50 AR75 mAP

Image 67.33 62.40 59.49 49.95 63.73 53.43 30.13 60.29 23.98 23.75
Image + Text 72.46 67.60 57.97 50.25 64.31 62.08 36.53 58.03 27.27 33.00
Image + Bounds 70.37 65.50 57.30 49.06 63.30 57.67 34.10 69.21 32.33 32.91
Image + Text + Bounds 78.16 73.93 56.65 51.11 66.95 64.30 39.83 64.18 32.95 36.61

Table 3: Analysing performance of MONOMER variants that use different combinations of modalities.

5.2. Baselines

We begin with applying standard template matching ap-
proaches: Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) and Sum
of Squared Differences (SSD) to detect similar snippets.
Further, owing to resemblance of the proposed task’s with
one-shot object detection (OSOD) setting, we train BHRL5,
the current state-of-the-art in OSOD. Additionally, we im-
plement an approach using top-performing document analy-
sis model LayoutLMv36, where the query-target are embed-
ded separately to generate multi-modal features that are pro-
cessed through symmetric attention and detection head. We
add details of model sizes compared with aforementioned
baselines in the supplementary material (Sec 1.4).

5.3. Evaluation Metrics

We adopt the metrics from one-shot object detection for
evaluating performances of various approaches on the one-
shot doc snippet detection. Specifically, we measure Aver-
age Precision(AP) and Average Recall(AR) at IoU thresh-
olds of 0.50 and 0.75 which are denoted by AP50, AP75,
AR50 and AR75 respectively. In addition, we calculate
mean Average Precision (mAP) [22] of the predictions by
averaging APs at IoU thresholds starting from 0.50 and in-
creasing in the steps of 0.05 till 0.95.

5.4. Results

Table 2 shows the results of different approaches at doc
snippet detection task. We see that the template matching

5https://github.com/hero-y/BHRL
6https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/

model_doc/layoutlmv3

algorithms perform very poorly on this task, the reason be-
ing their inability to adapt to the transformations in the sim-
ilar snippets such as aspect ratios, font sizes, styles, and
the like. BHRL shows significant improvement over tem-
plate matching, but its performance plateaus early because
of lack of understanding of the text and layout information
in the documents. LayoutLMv3, with its rich document
representations, demonstrates improvement over aforemen-
tioned techniques. Using multi-modal embeddings directly
as in the LayoutLMv3’s extension, doesn’t provide an ex-
plicit control over individual modalities of the query and
the target. MONOMER, with more flexibility to process in-
formation streams, gives better mAP in both data settings.

Qualitative Visualizations. We discuss the key dif-
ferences between the qualitative outputs produced by
MONOMER against other strong baselines. A summary
of the results is illustrated in Fig. 6. The query snip-
pets contain certain layout patterns whose corresponding
matches in the target document are shown by the green
bounds in ground truth columns. As we can observe, the
query is not exactly the same as regions marked in the
ground truth, thus making the detection task non-trivial.
We note that MONOMER is able to detect several complex
patterns in the form, clearly performing better than the de-
tections made by the baselines. For instance, the top-left
(row 1, Flamingo-Forms) example in Fig. 6 demonstrates
that while BHRL is able to detect most of the true posi-
tives, it also detects two regions as false positives. We at-
tribute this behavior of BHRL to its over-reliance on a lim-
ited number of classes (all choice-like patterns are detected
instead of the similar layout). Further, LayoutLMv3 also
predicts a number of extraneous bounding boxes that do
not match the ground truth. Similarly, at the bottom-left
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Figure 6: Qualitative comparison between BHRL, LayoutLMv3 and MONOMER. (Zoom in for better view)

in Fig. 6 (row 2, Flamingo Forms) the superior precision
of MONOMER over both LayoutLMv3 and BHRL can be
observed. Furthermore, MONOMER yields better quality
detections even in the PubLayNet dataset as shown in Fig.
6 (right). We note both BHRL and LayoutLMv3 often fail
to predict bounding boxes for examples in the PubLayNet
dataset, whereas MONOMER consistently predicts them.
The efficacy of our method over LayoutLMv3 and BHRL
can be observed in Fig. 6 (row 2, PubLayNet) wherein
LayoutLMv3 produces a false positive and BHRL does not
yield any prediction. Please refer to supplementary for more
qualitative analysis.

5.5. Ablation And Analysis

Performance on varying Modalities. We quantify
the roles played by individual document modalities in
MONOMER’s performance through an ablation study
where we switch the modality information on/off in dif-
ferent combinations. First, we consider image-only vari-
ant of MONOMER. To this model, we add text and bound-
ing box modalities separately to get two more MONOMER
variants. Table 3 compares performances of these variants
against MONOMER trained on image, text and bounds to-
gether. Model processing all modalities surpasses other
variants significantly, underlining the usefulness of incor-
porating document-specific nuances in the architecture.
Performance on Unseen Layout Strings. Now, we eval-
uate various approaches for their ability to detect snippet
patterns that were not encountered by the approach during
its training. This would test one-shot detection capabilities
of the approaches. We distinguish seen-unseen classes by
checking whether a layout string pattern in testset appeared
in the trainset or not. The testset for Flamingo contains 1558
seen layout patterns and 353 unseen layout patterns; simi-
larly, PubLayNet testset comprises of 17 seen and 6 unseen

Model Flamingo PubLayNet
Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

NCC 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
SSD 0.81 1.95 0.37 7.00
BHRL 47.50 42.30 16.10 16.00
LayoutLMv3 53.98 42.03 24.48 18.44
MONOMER 71.33 57.82 31.86 31.27

Table 4: Study of generalization capabilities of various ap-
proaches in one-shot setting (numbers in mAP).

layout patterns. When inference is performed separately on
the seen-unseen split, we obtain results as shown in table 4.
The numbers depict MONOMER’s superiority over other
approaches in correctly identifying unseen layout strings,
and thus, underscore its efficiency in inferring layout strings
of even the unseen snippet patterns.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose a multi-modal one-shot detec-
tion setting for enhancing search within documents. Dis-
cussing the similarity in the context of documents, we pro-
pose a similarity criterion that allows generation of large
amount of data required for testing out different approaches.
Then, we propose a cross-attention based solution that is
built upon insights into how various document modalities
for queried snippet and target documents are inter-related.
Our approach shows better performance compared to other
approaches and its own single modality variants for the task
of one-shot document snippet detection. In future, we wish
to extend this work to other multi-modal content such as
info-graphics, advertisement flyers, etc. which would fur-
ther enhance search in document capabilities.
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